
Supply chain risk management



What is Supply chain risk 
management?
Supply chain risk management (SCRM) is "the 

implementation of strategies to manage both everyday and 

exceptional risks along the supply chain based on continuous 

risk assessment with the objective of reducing vulnerability 

and ensuring continuity".



What you need for effective risk 
management?

▷ Identify the key categories of risk or in other 
words, create your risk scorecard.

▷ Map your key suppliers to those risk 
categories.

▷ Create  a mechanism to track and report on 
the risk.

▷ Prioritize risk and develop a risk mitigation 
strategy for high severity risk categories 
(Impact and likelihood of occurrence)



Key categories of supply 
chain risk



Four Broad categories of Risk

Risk Category Drivers

Delivery risk ● Late deliveries
● Natural disasters
● Supply chain disruptions due to man-made events
● Politically unstable environment
● Capacity and demand mismatch

Financial risk ● Unstable economic environment
● Events lile 2008 Financial disaster
● Low cash reserves and bankruptcy

Reputation risk ● Bad working conditions in developing countries
● Suicides by workers like Apple and Foxconn
● Child labor



Four Broad categories of Risk

Risk Category Drivers

Quality risk ● Lack of quality standards
● Use of low quality raw materials
● Limited visibility into your supply chain, for 

example horse meat issue.



Identify your key suppliers



Identify your key suppliers

❖ Identify your key suppliers for which you need 
the track the risk. It could be based on the 
following categories
➢ Impact on your ability to serve your customers

➢ Product availability and sources of suppliers. For 
example, a single source supplier is always higher risk.

➢ Your spend with the supplier, High, medium and Low.

❖ Map Suppliers with risk
➢ What are the chances that the risk is real?

➢ Which category is higher risk ,based on past 
performance, for example
■ Payment history and request for early payments

■ Consistent late deliveries



Track Supplier risk



Track supplier risk

❖ Identify the Key Performance Indicators(KPI’
s) for each risk category. For example
➢ Financial risk: Payment history, key financials ratios 

like leverage, EBIDTA etc.

➢ Delivery risk: On time delivery, complete order, 

location of the suppliers, number of events at that 
location.

➢ Quality risk: PPM, number of orders rejected in the 
last 12 months.

➢ Reputation risk: Labor policies, compliance to policies 
and control enforcement.



Track supplier risk

❖ For each key performance Indicator(KPI) 
identify the following

➢ What is the source of the data: Internal teams, supplier, 
third party information sources etc.

➢ How to gather this data: For example, Integration with 
systems, manually data entry, surveys etc.

➢ How often to gather this data: For example, Financial 

ratios doesn't change everyday but delivery day might 
change based on the orders.



Risk Mitigation



Risk Mitigation Strategy

❖ Based on the Impact, the risk could be 
tremendous
➢ Impact of bad quality, for example, product recalls

➢ Impact of late deliveries: Productivity loss and not 
able to serve the customers

❖ For each risk category, identify a risk 
mitigation strategy
➢ For example, Increased inventory levels.
➢ Frequent site audits to ensure better quality.
➢ Detailed financial review for 

❖ When it comes to investments in Supplier risk 
management, try to find a right balance of risk 
and reward.



Thank You


